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Abstract-This paper establishes uniqueness and Holder continuous dependence upon initial data 
and body force of the solution to the initial boundary-value problems of incremental elastodynamics 
for exterior unbounded domains. The results are proved by using a suitable coupling of logarithmic 
convexity and weight function methods. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

THE UNIQUENESS of solutions in linearised elastodynamics when the elasticity tensor is a 
time-independent function has been studied by various methods in [ 1, 21 and [3, 41. The 
continuous dependence results have been established in [5] by using logarithmic convexity 
method. The above results have been extended to the case of an exterior unbounded domain 
in [6,7], by using the weight function method. These results are obtained without definiteness 
assumptions on the strain energy function. 

In this paper we prove the Holder continuous dependence theorems upon the body force 
and initial data for the solution of the initial boundary-value problems of incremental elas- 
todynamics on exterior unbounded domains. We assume that the elasticity tensor is a func- 
tion of position as well as time [8]. As a consequence, these results imply the uniqueness 
of solutions and the continuous dependence on the elasticities. The method of proof is 
based on a suitable coupling of the logarithmic convexity and weight function methods. 

2. NOTATION AND BASIC EQUATIONS. HYPOTHESES 

Throughout this paper we consider an elastic solid occupying in the reference configu- 
ration the unbounded region B0 of euclidean three-dimensional space E3. We assume & 
to be the exterior of a properly regular region Q C E3, whose boundary surface is the 
piecewise smooth surface a& [9]. As usual the motion ofthe body is referred to the reference 
configuration and a fixed set of rectangular Cartesian axes, relative to which BO is at rest. 

We consider apart from the reference configuration &, two other states: the primary 
state B and the secondary state Be. In what follows we call incremental [8] those quantities 
associated with the difference of motions between the secondary and primary states. Thus, 
if the point X, in the reference configuration B0 moves to xi in the primary state and to .v; 
in the secondary, then zli = y, - xi are the incremental displacement components. 

As it is well known [8], the system of governing equations for linearised elasticity referred 
to the reference configuration B. is 

PO& = lAi,A + P03t, in Bo X LO, d, to > 0, (1) 

tKi = A ,KjLUj,L 5 in Bo X 10, lol, (2) 

where p&Y) (>p, > 0) is the mass density associated with reference configuration Bo, fAi 
are the incremental first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor components measured per unit area 
in the reference configuration Bo, 3; are the components of incremental body force per unit 
mass in the reference configuration B,, and, finally, A, are the elasticities which satisfy 
the symmetry relation 

AiKjL = AjL;K. (3) 
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Throughout this paper we shall use the following notations: Latin indices have the range 1, 
2,3: summation over repeated subscripts is implied; subscripts preceded by a comma denote 
partial differentiation with respect to the corresponding Cartesian coordinate &: and a 
sup~~osed dot denotes the time derivative. 

Along with (1) and (2) we shall assume that the following standard initial and boundary 
conditions hold: 

U,(X, 0) = ai( tij(X. 0) = b,(X), X E B*, Ui(X, t) = Ci(X, t), on 2;i X [0, to], (4) 

fAI(X, t)NA = 6&(X, t), on & X [O, to], t-9 

where z, U iiT2 = a&, and Z, fl & = RI. Furthermore, NA are the components of the outward 
unit normal vector on x2 and ai, bi, ci and di are prescribed sufficiently smooth functions. 

The system we study in this paper is that of a finitely deformed elastic body whose 
primary state is a time-de~ndent con~guraton. We also recall that the elasticities A, are 
functions of time as well as position 181, viz., 

and are determined explicitly by the finite deformation of the body whose stability is under 
investigation. In what follows we assume that the elastic coefficients AiKj:,(X, t) are contin- 
uousiy differentiable functions with respect to X and t, bounded on &, X [0, to]. 

Furthermore, we suppose that there exist the constants Xi (i = 1, 2, 3) with the property 
that, for (X, t) E B0 X [0, to], 

for all admissible displacements ui. It is worthy to point out that the constants hi are not 
required to be positive. Therefore, if the elasticity tensor Ai,, is negative semidefinite, i.e. 

then in (6) we can take h3 5 0. 
We should remark, however, that the condition (6) is not too restrictive. In fact, it is 

identically satisfied when the primary state is a time-independent configuration. This case 
was studied in f7]. It still remains true when the A,, is negative semidefinite. Moreover, 
it holds true when the elasticity tensor AiKjL is positive or negative definite, i.e. 

with X > 0 or X < 0, respectively. It is worthy to recall that Knops and Wilkes [8] study the 
Liapounov stability of a body by using the positive definiteness of the tensors Ai,, 
and -kiKjL. 

In this paper, starting with hypothesis (6), we shall prove that the solution of the initial 
boundary value problem defined by (I) to (5) depends Holder continuously upon the initial 
data, body force and the elasticities. 

3. AN AUXILIARY WEIGHTED CONVEXITY INEQUALITY 

Let us denote by &‘, (V = 1,2), the solutions of the initial bounda~-value problem (l)- 
(5), corresponding to the initial data and supply terms {a:!), bj"', cl, d,, Sly’), (U = 1, 2). If 
we use the notations 

the differences ui represent the solution of the initial bounda~-value problem defined by 
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Pogi = MKjL.~j,L,L),K + Pogi, in Bo x [O, to19 (7) 

vi(X9 0) =fi(X), fii(X, 0) = gi(X)y X E Bo, Ui(X, t) = 0, on 21 X 103 kl]~ (8) 

AiKjdJL t)uj,L(x, t)NK = 0, on 22 X [O, tol. (9) 

Let (Y be a positive constant. For X, E E3, as in [7], we set 

h(X) = exp(-ar), r = IX - &I. 

Now, let cp E C2(E3) be a bounded positive function with bounded derivatives such that 

We put 

R > 0, 

and set 

hR(X) = h(XbR(X)- (10) 

We first proceed to establish some weighted identities. Thus, we multiply both sides of 
(7) by 2hRGi and integrate over Bo, then we take into account the conditions (8) and (9) and 
we integrate the result from 0 to t. We obtain the following identity: 

s I I 

POhRi)i Oid VdS 
Bd0 

hR(&iii)i + AimLUi,KUj,L)d V = ss 0 Bow 
hRki~~Vi,KVj,~d VdS + 2 ss 0 Be(s) 

+ Jmo, h&&&i + Aim,&&,L)d V - 2 l Jws, hR,t&JiAi~~tli,LdVdS, (11) 

where the symbol B,(t) means the function under the integral is evaluated to time t. 
We now multiply both sides of (7) by hRUi and integrate over Bo. We deduce 

s hR(poUiUi + Ai~~ui,Kuj,L)d V = 
s 

hR/IoUigidV - 
BOW EdI) s 

Be(l) hR,tPiAi~~L)j,~d I’. ( 12) 

In view of the identities (11) and (12) it results 

s hR(POi)ii)i - poUiUi)d V 
Bo(O 

I 

= ss 0 &o) 
hRki~~Vi,KVj,Ld VdS + J,,, h&&&Ti + Ai~&,&&V- S,, hRP&gidV 

+2 
ss 
o’ 

I 
Be(s) hRPOi)i Bid VdS - 2 

ss 
hR,Ki)iAimLL’j,Ld VdS + 

s 
hR,KuJi~LL)j,Ld V 

0 Be(s) Bd0 

= 
s 

hR(P&‘$i + Ai~Lui,Kuj,L)dV - 
s 

hRPoUiBidI/ + 
s 

hR,&‘iAiwLUj.Ld I’. ( 13) 
W) Bo(0 Bo(tj 

Since 
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by using the conditions (8) and (9) we deduce 

I s sss f 
0 0 &lC4 

hR(POi)ii)i - AiKjLUi,KUj,L)d Vdzds = ss hRpoUitiidVds - t 
0 fws) s 

hRPofik!dV 
BciO) 

I s 

- sss I s 

hRpoL’i$id Vdzds + 
0 0 EM:) sss hR,KUiAimLU,,Ld VdZds. ( 14) 

0 0 B&-) 

The identities ( 13) and ( 14) constitute the basis on which we shall establish the auxiliary 
weighted inequality that demonstrates the Holder continuous dependence results. In this 
aim, we introduce the function 

I 

F/i(t) = ss hRpoL’iUidVdS + (to - t) 
0 Bdd s 

hRP0h.h d V + f” 
&Ku 

I 
=Z 

ss 
hRpeUiUidVds + Q*(t), (15) 

0 BOW 

where 

10 
p* = 

s BOW 
hR(POSlfr + POgigi + IA;~Ji,&,LI)d V + 

ss 
hRpo!?iBidVdS 

0 Bds) 

IO 

ss 
’ hR(~i~~~j,.d(A iKp@p,p,a)d J’& + 

IO 

+ a* 

0 Bds) PO ss 0 Bds) 
hI(PR,K2)iAiKjLZ)j,LIdVdS 

IO 

+ 

ss 0 BOW 
hI~R,KZ)iAiKiL~,,LIdVdS, 

Q*(t) = (to - t) s hRpofifidV + P*. (16) 
WJ) 

From the relations ( 15) and ( 16), we find 

@R(t) = S hRPoL’iUid V - 
BdO S Be(o) hRPo.LfidV = 2 o’ Bds) hRpoU,UidVds, 

ss 

I I 

FR(t) = 4 
ss 

hRpoUi6id Vds - 2 
ss 

hR(POi)ii)i - poUitii)d Vds 
0 Bds) 0 Bds) 

+2 S Bdo) h@ofig;d v. ( 17) 

Obviously, by using Schwa&s and Cauchy’s inequalities, we get 

-2 S Bdo) hRPo_hfigidV 5 S hMd.Lfi + gigiN V 5 P2, Bdo) (18) 

In order to obtain a suitable lower bound for the second term in gR(t), we introduce the 
function 

‘(t) = 6 s,,, 
hR(POi)iCi - poUitii)d Vds. (19) 

Thus, from (13) we can write f s sss 0 0 Bdz) 
hRkieLUi,KUj,LdVdZdS = 4(t) - t S Bdo) hR(P&igi + AiK,Lfi.dj.Jd V 
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I 
+ 

ss 

I s 
hRpOZ)igid VdS - 2 

0 Bo(G sss 
hRpotiiS;dVdZdS 

0 0 Bdz) 

I 

+2 hR,KtiiAimLVj,Ld VdzdS - 
ss 

hR,KViAiwL.Vj,L.d Vds, (20) 
0 Bds) 

and 

I 

ss 0 Bo(G 
hR(POtiii)i + AiwLVi,KVj,L)d VdS 

= J/(t) + [ S,,, hRP&‘i~idVds - l S,,, hR,SiAi~~Vj,LdVdS* (21) 

With the aid of the relation (2 l), we can write the identity (14) in the form 

I s 
2 

sss 0 0 Be(r) 
hRpoiJiGidVdZdS - d +(s)ds 

s 
t 

= 
ss 

hRpoViCid VdS - t 
s 

hRP&gid V. (22) 
0 Bds) &KU 

On the other hand, from the relations (6), (19) (20) and (21), it follows 

I s 

+ Lb - x31 sss hRpoCiiJid Vdzds 
0 0 Bdz) 

f s 

+ x3 
sss 

hRPoViSidVdZdS + 2 hRPOi)i Oid VdZdS 
0 0 Be(z) 

I 
- 

ss 
hRPoViQidVdS + t 

0 Bds) s 
Be(o) hR(P&igi + Ai~Ji,&)dV 

I 
-2 hR,KiliAiGLVj,Ld Vdzds + 

ss 
hR,SiAimL.uj,L.dVdS 

0 Ed@ 

I 3 
- x3 

sss 
hR,KViAimLVj,Ld VdzdS. (23) 

0 0 Bdz) 

Let y be an arbitrary positive constant. If we multiply the relation (22) by y and we add 
the result to (23), then we find 

J/(t) s (Y + X3) l1C/(s)ds + (1x2 - X3I - 2~) l l S,, hRPdJi~idVdZds 

I s 

+ 1x11 sss I 

hRpoViVidVdZdS + 7 ss hRpoVitiid Vds - yt 
0 0 Bdz) 0 Bo(9 s 

Bdo) h,pof,gidV 

+t 
s 

hR(P&gi + Ait&i,t&)dV + X3 
Bd’3 sss 

ot os Bo( ) hRpoViBidVdzdS 
z 

I s 
+2 

sss 

I 
hRpotii$id VdzdS - 

ss 
hRPoViSidVdS 

0 0 Bdz) 0 so(s) 

I s 
-2 

sss 

* 
hR,KtiJimLVj,Ld VdzdS + hR,@iAivLuj,Ld Vds 

0 0 Bdz) ss 0 Bds) 

f s 
- x3 

sss 
hR,,ViAiKjLVj,LdVdZdS. (24) 

0 0 Bdz) 
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We now majorize the right-hand side of(24) in order to obtain a Gronwall inequality 
for the function $(t). In this aim we shall use Schwarz’s and Cauchy’s inequalities, the 
relation ( IO) and the estimate t s sss t t 

o o Be(z) 6dVdzds = ss (t - s)#d Vds s to ss )@(dVds. 
0 so(s) o Bds) 

Thus, we have t 
Y ss 112 

hRpo~ii)idVdS 5 y 
0 Bow 

hRpoviU,d VdS hRpoti$id VdS ; )I 
-w 

s BdOf 
hRPofi&d v 5 ; Y~O S Be(o) hd P&X -I- PgigJd K 

I s 

sss 

I s 

2 
0 0 Eda) sss 

to 
hRpotiiBid VdZdS I hRpotiitiidVdzdS + to hRpoG’igidVdS; 

0 0 Bdz) ss o Bds) 

t 

ss 

t to 
- hRpoViV~dVdS f ’ 

0 Bdsf 
hRpoUi~id VdS I f 

ss 
hRp&ii?id Vdr; 

0 Bds) ss 2 0 Bd.9 

t s 

-2 
sss 0 0 Bdz) 

hR,Ki)iAiGLVj,Ld Vdzds 

t 5 t s 
=- 2 

sss 0 0 so(z) 
h,~~~i~i~~Uj,=d VdZdS - 2 

sss 0 0 B&!) 
h~R~~iAi~~Vj,~d VdZdS 

t s 
I 

sss 

to 
hRpo+iCid Vdzds + toa* 

o o ma ss 0 
’ hR(Ai~~uj,L)(AiKpou~,P)d VdS 

Bg(s) PO 

to 
+ 2t, 

ss 0 so(st 
hlsoR.lu~iAj~~Vj,~~dVdzdS; 

t 

ss 

t 

0 Bds) 
hR,KViAiwLVj,Ld VdS = 

ss 
ot Be(s) h,HRViA/KjLVj,Ld Vds + 

ss 0 Bds) 
hVR,SiAi~L.Vj,LdVdS 

1 t 
s- 

ss 

to 

2 0 Bds) 
hRPoViVid VdS + i CY* 

ss 0 
’ hRfAi~j~v~,L)(AiiuPPVp.g)d V& 

Be(s) PO 

to 
+ 

ss 0 Be(S) 
hI~,,,ViAiKj~Vj,~IdVdS; 

t s 

-x3 
sss 0 0 Bdz) 

hR,@iAimLVj,Ld Vdzds 

t s 
=-- 

A3 
sss 

t s 

0 0 Bdr) 
h,X(PRViAim,_V,,Ld VdZds - X3 

sss 0 0 Bdz) 
hq,,KV;AiKjLVj,,d VdZdS 

hRPoViVid VdS + f IXJ((U’~O 
CO 

ss 0 
’ hR(Ai~~~~,=)(Ai~~~~~,g)d V& 

sds) PO 

to 

+ b3lto 
ss 0 Bd4 

hkPR,#iAi~~flj.Ad Vds* 
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Taking into account the above estimates, we get 
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J/(t) 5 (Y + A,) 
s 

0’ $(s)ds + (IX, - &I - 2y + 2) s’ [ / hRpoiI;tiid VdZdS 
0 0 Bdr) 

I 

KS s 

f 

IS s >I 
112 +Y hRPoViVidI/dS hRpoiIitiid Vds 

0 Bds) 
+ [(IhI + IMfo + 11 

o BdJ) 

to t0 

x ss 0 
’ hR(AiKjLVj,L)(AiKpp2)p,Q)dVdS + 2t0 

Bds) PO ss 0 &is) 
hI~R,Ki)iAi~LZ)j,LIdVdS 

to 

+ (1 + lX3lto) 
ss 0 Bds) 

hI(PR,KViAiKj~Vj,LIdVdS. (25) 

We now choose the arbitrary positive constant y, so that 

and we put 

P = (7 + X3) > 0, 2y - 1x2 - x31 - 2 3 0, 

I 

J(t) = k, ss hRpoViVidV/dS + k2P2 
0 so(s) 

I 

+Y [(S s I 

hRpoViVid V~S 
0 Bds) >(S s 0 Ed9 

kl = Klhl + Moo + 11, 

k2=max[(iy+ 1)1,,(+[~,/+ t),+i,210, 1 +IX,/~,]. (26) 

Thus, from (23, we deduce 

rCl(Q 5 P of #(s)ds + J(t). S 
It is easy to see that J(t) is a function nondecreasing with time t. Hence, if 0 I s 5 t, we 
have J(s) I J(t). Therefore, an application of Gronwall’s inequality [lo], to 

If we use the notation 

I 

s2(t) = (S s hRPoL’iV,d VdS hRpoCiuid VdS 
0 Bo($ 

(27) 

(S s 2 

- 
o’ Bds) hRpoViCidVdS 2 0, (28) 
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and the relation (17) then we have 

I 
CU s 

I 
IS s >I 

10 
hRp&+d Vds hRpoti,ti;d Vds 

0 Be(s) 0 Bow 

> 

112 
4 S(t) + ; I&(t)l. (29) 

from (26) and (29), we obtain f 
J(t) I k, ss 0 hw 

hRpon;uidVds + r&‘(t) + i rFR(t) + P2. 

From the relations (15), (16), (27) and (30), we deduce 

$0) s M,(t) + k&(0 + MU), 

where 

k3 = exp(Fto)max 
( 

k,, i y + k2 
1 

, k4 = f Y ew+to), k5 = 2k,. 

Thus, the relations ( 17), ( 18), ( 19) and (3 1) yield 

I 
F&) 2 4 

ss 
hRpotiitiid VdS - 2k,FR(t) - 2k$R(t) - 2k,S(t) - P2. 

0 Be(s) 

Therefore, with the aid of the relations ( 151, (16), (17), (28) and (32), we obtain 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

I 

FR& - r’:, a 4S2 + 4Q2 ss hRpoiri~id VdS - 2k3F~ - 2k4FR~~ - 2kSFRS - FxP2 
0 Bob) 

- FRP’ - - k2F2 
4 

5 R > -n~lF’, - m,FRFR, (33) 

where 

ml = 2k3 + 1 + $ k:, rn2 = 2k,. 

As in [ Ill, we introduce the new variable T = exp(-m2t). Then the differential inequality 
(33) takes the form 

$ {hl[FR(T)7-“““s]} 3 0, 7 E (1, To), 70 = exP(--m2t0), 

which, by an application of Jensen’s inequality, followed by reintroduction of the original 
variable t, yields 

FR(~) 5 exp(-mlt/m2)[FR(0)]6[F,(to)exP(~~to/m2)]’-6, t (5 (0, to), (34) 
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s(t) = [exp(-m2t) - exp(-m&l/[ 1 - exp(-m2to)]. 
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For a bounded domain the weighted inequality (34) proves immediately the Holder 
continuous dependence results. However, it still remains the basis on which we shall establish 
the Holder continuous dependence results for exterior unbounded domains. This is proved 
in the following section. 

4. UNIQUENESS AND CONTINUOUS DATA DEPENDENCE RESULTS 

In this section we use the inequality (34) in order to prove the Holder continuous de- 
pendence of solutions upon initial data and body forces. Further, these results imply the 
uniqueness and the continuous dependence of solutions on the elasticities. 

Theorem 4.1. We assume that for any positive CY I 1, we have 

(35) 

Then, the following weighted convexity inequality holds true for all X0 E E3, 

F(t) 5 exp(-~‘~l~2)[~(~)ldtF(to)exp(mlto/m2)1’~*~ 6E(O, I), 

where 

(36) 

F(t) = 
ss 

o’ Be(s) hpouiuidVds + (to - t) 
s 
Be(o) hPofifidI’ + M*, 

M* = 

s 

10 

Be(o) hhfh + POgigi + IPi~d&J)d~ + 
ss 

hpo!?i9idI’ds 
0 &W 

Proof: Letting R - co in (34) and by using the relations (15), ( 16) and recalling the 
assumptions made, by the dominated convergence theorem we obtain the inequality (36). 
This proves the theorem. 

Theorem 4.2. Let B. have the cone property. Further, let u:‘) and u!*’ = u!‘) + ‘Ui be two 
solutions to (l)-(5) corresponding to the same boundary data, the initial data (al”, bj”) and 
(a:*‘, bi*‘) = (al” +fi, bl” + gi), respectively, and the body forces 3:” and PI>’ = 3:” + g,, 
respectively. We assume the hypotheses (35) hold true. Moreover, we suppose that for some 
constants N, po, 17 > 0 there exists T E (0, to]: 

T ss PoViVidVds s N, 
0 BOW 

IVi,A 5 N, 

T 

ss 
' h(AiKjLV,,L)(AiKpQV~,Q)d VdS I CY”-*N, pl sp,sN. (37) 

0 Bo(d PO 

Then the following property holds 

suP (gigi)(x, l) + skP [fifi + gigi + IAiKjL(X, OVi,Kf,,LIl < &T (O<EI l), 
Box[O,Tl 

implies 

Sif ot (ViVi)(X, s)dS I HIc”, 
s 

for all t E [0, T), where H’ depends only on N and T and ql (>O) depends on 6. 
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The proof of the above theorem is similar to that in [7] and we omit it. Some comments 
on the hypothesis (37) are given in [7]. From the theorem 4.2, as a consequence, we get the 
following uniqueness result. 

Theorem 4 3 Let u!‘) and U(T) = u(l) . . + ZI, be two solutions to (l)-(5) corresponding to 
the same body force 3] and to ;he same initial and boundary data (4) and (5). Then, if 2), 
satisfies the assumptions of the theorem 4.1 and moreover there exists T E (0, to]: 

T ss T 

poviv;dVds < CD, lim a2 ss ’ h(Ai~~uj,~)(AiKpav,,Q)d V’ds = 0, 
0 Bdd a-o 0 &w PO 

necessarily Ui(X, t) = 0 for all (X, t) E B. X [0, T]. From the theorem 4.2 one draws 
immediately the following result proving the continuous dependence on the elasticities. 

Theorem 4.4. Let B. have the cone property. Further, let uf” and u!*’ = ~1’) + u, be two 
solutions to (l)-(5) corresponding to the same data and body force and to elasticities 
A!‘). and A(?‘. = A!” 

rKjL IKJL IKJL f AiKjL, respectively. Then if Vi satisfies (37), the assumptions of the 
theorem 4.1 and 

the following property 

I& 5 N (v= 1,2), 

holds 

sup {max [I&LI, I&&I} < & (0 < & 5 1) 
Box[O.T] i,j,K,L 

implies 

Si,P o’ (ViVi)(X, s)ds I HUE@, 
s 

for all t E [0, T], where H2 depends only on N and T and q2 (>O) depends on 6. 
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